Dear Readers,
Furniture and Fittings Skill Council (FFSC) restarted the Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL)
training under Skill Ambassador Campaign (SAC) following the guidelines issued by MOHFW
and MSDE.
FFSC representatives and Skill Ambassadors on ground are making sure that all necessary
precautions are in place in terms of hygiene, social distancing, mask distribution before the
start of the session.
FFSC has started the session from Nawada and Jamui districts of Bihar for Assistant
Carpenters with special sessions from Industry and Academic experts who attend online via
video conferencing.

FFSC Team takes the orientation session for the candidates by covering the introduction of
the skilling ecosystem, COVID-19 protocols to be followed, soft skills, details of the PMKVY
scheme its benefits and opportunities through RPL certification.
The session gauges the experience of the candidates, the challenges they face and their
expectation from the RPL program. Employment opportunities available with the industry
partners of FFSC were also shared with the candidates.
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Academic Session saw participation by Master Trainers from institutes like Bhartiya Skill
Development University (BSDU).
The sessions cover the traditional vs modern aspects of carpentry, the initiatives taken by
the institute for the ‘Skill India’ initiative and details about the training courses, application
process and infrastructure available at the institute.

Industry experts participate in the domain training sessions to take specific modules for
the candidates and clear their queries.
Experts from Hettich India and Installco WIFY have taken the sessions and informed the
candidates about technical modules like hinges/fittings, the industry scenario, international
standards and opportunities for the workforce in the sector.
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The last session is for Assessment of the candidates to attain RPL certification which are
conducted online through mobile phones/tablets. Candidates are assigned grades as per
their performance and are given certificate and marksheet.

Event Calendar:
The Schedule Link will provide you the information about the dates and time slot in which
online sessions have been planned.
States being covered are:
1. Bihar and Jharkhand
2. Punjab and Himachal Pradesh
3. Rajasthan
4. Uttar Pradesh
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Stay connected with us through our Social Media Pages:

For participating in Training Programs, Demand Aggregation, Placement Drives &
Apprenticeship Workshops, please contact Mr. Devesh Sharma (devesh.sharma@ffsc.in).

Regards

Team Marcomm
Furniture and Fittings Skill Council
407 – 408, 4th Floor, DLF City Court, M.G. Road
Sikanderpur, Gurgaon (Haryana) - 122002
T: +91-124-44513900
Website: www.ffsc.in
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